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Introduction
In the astrophysical sciences imaging devices are commonly assumed to contain evenly-sized pixels with each pixel converting light to signal with a slightly different efficiency. 
These variations are accounted for by exposing the detector to a uniform light source and comparing each value to the mean of the exposure and dividing by the result 
(flatfielding). If the detector instead had pixels which varied in size, the same variations to uniform illumination would be recorded and subsequently removed. In the presence of a 
flux gradient such as a star, the flatfielding will alter these flux values which in turn affects any analysis of the data. This alteration would be due to varying-size pixels being 
corrected to a unit area by the flatfield when the pixels record a non-uniform area of the point-spread function (PSF). It is possible that Spitzer’s systematic error attributed to gain 
variations is due in part to this effect. A related potential systematic is the presence of gaps in between pixels; gaps would cause position-dependent flux variations when 
performing aperture photometry. This could be a source of flux variations found in Spitzer data. We demonstrate the effect of inter-pixel size differences on measured flux and 
explore methods to properly account for size variations.
 

Investigation
As a proof of concept, we generated a grid of non-uniform pixels and exposed it to a uniform source 
(Fig. 1). Due to varying areas of each pixel, each records a slightly different value from the mean of 
100,000. This looks similar in nature to varying quantum efficiencies, which is corrected via flatfielding. 
After flatfielding, the flux values are “corrected” to be uniform. A synthetic PSF generated from two 
slightly offset Gaussian distributions (Fig. 2) is then corrected by this flatfield, and as a result the 
measured flux value differs from the real flux value (Fig. 3). While simplistic in nature, this toy model 
demonstrates that treating irregularly-sized pixels as if they are uniform results in an alteration of flux 
data.

A related potential systematic is the presence of gaps between pixels. A cone-shaped PSF was moved 
around an area of an array of uniformly-sized pixels with no gaps. At each pixel sub-location, centering 
was performed using least asymmetry (Lust et al), and flux was measured using interpolated aperture 
photometry. As expected, the same value is measured at all locations on the array. This was performed 
again with gaps between pixels equal to 10% of the pixel size; this yields a periodic variation in flux 
shown in Figure 4. These methods were repeated using a 100-times oversampled PRF interpolated 
from the 5-times oversampled PRF for channel 1 of IRAC supplied by the Spitzer team (Fig. 5). IRAC 
channel 1 flux data for WASP 33, WASP 34, and WASP 43 (Fig. 6 – 8) exhibit trends consistent with 
Figures 4 and 5. 

Evidently, non-uniform pixels as well as gaps between pixels both affect recorded data. 
Non-uniform pixels look similar to varying quantum efficiencies when exposed to a 
uniform light source, though these systematics must be corrected differently. If not 
properly accounted for, it will result in flux values being altered, which in turn affects any 
further data analysis. Future work will involve determining a method that can separate 
these effects in synthetic data with and without noise.

Various groups (Kotov et al, Baumer & Roodman, Smith & Rahmer) have investigated 
pixel size variability in CCDs. They have found that pixel widths vary by 0.3 – 0.4%. While 
the Spitzer Space Telescope uses an infrared detector rather than a CCD, it is possible 
that it may suffer from a similar defect in the uniformity of the pixels.

In IRAC data, flux varies by a few percent across a pixel. This is an order of magnitude 
larger than secondary eclipse observations, so it is imperative to understand this 
systematic and properly account for it when analyzing IRAC data. Future work will be to 
develop a method to do this in a way that is consistent with the known properties of the 
detector. 

Discussion and Future Work
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Figure 1. Grid of randomly-sized pixels 
exposed to uniform light source.

Figure 4. Result of moving a cone-shaped PSF 
around an array of regularly-sized pixels with 
10% gaps, centering, and performing aperture 
photometry.

Figure 2. Synthetic asymmetric PSF generated using the 
array of pixels in Fig. 1. Total flux is 9000.

Figure 3. Synthetic PSF from Fig. 3 after flatfielding. 
Total flux is 9095.
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Figure 7. Plot of normalized measured 
flux vs. centered position for WASP 34, 
IRAC channel 1.

Figure 5. (left) Result of moving IRAC channel 1 
PRF around array of regularly-sized pixels with 
no gaps, centering, and performing aperture 
photometry.

Figure 6. (below) Plot of normalized 
measured flux vs. centered position for 
WASP 33, IRAC channel 1.

Code was written to detect size variations from a flatfield produced for 
an array of irregularly-sized pixels (such as Fig. 1). After introducing 
realistic levels of noise, the code did not always return the correct 
sizes because both variations (size and noise) have a similar effect on 
the data. Currently, fitting data via an MCMC algorithm is being 
explored as a way to correct the systematic observed in Spitzer data. 

Figure 8. Plot of normalized measured 
flux vs. centered position for WASP 43, 
IRAC channel 1.
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